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read Wings to the Kingdom it s hard to believe Cherie Priest doesn t have a half dozen thrillers in her arsenal Priest 
combines a taut prose style with a remarkable knack for creating mental images in the reader s mind of people and 
places in her stories and she tells some wonderful stories Wings is The fields at Chickamauga Georgia America s 
oldest national military park claimed 35 000 casualties during the Civil War Any good guide will tell you that the 
grounds are haunted The battlefield even has its own resident haunt called Old Green Eyes for his tell tale luminous 
gaze It has long been said that Old Green Eyes intends no harm to those who respect the park He is no menace but a 
guardian of the dead While he walks the dead may sleep secure in the k From Publishers Weekly Eden Moore sees 
dead people To be more precise she sees ghosts and it just so happens that in her hometown of Chickamauga Ga 
ghosts seem to be a dime a dozen especially at the memorial park that was once a battlefield where thousand 
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